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Avvertenze per l’uso:
1) Il mondo è complesso, e per problemi complessi è 

molto raro che ci siano spiegazioni (e soluzioni) 

semplici. Guardatevi da chi semplifica e risolve tutto 

con un tweet o da chi spiega tutto con i «complotti» 

(soprattutto se è una persona di potere)

2) L’opinione pubblica è fortemente manipolabile 

(secondo molti osservatori neutrali, ad es., i britannici 

nel 2016 sono stati imbrogliati dai fautori del Brexit, con 

informazioni false e promesse irrealizzabili) 

3) Cercate i fatti! (in particolare quelli scomodi per le 

vostre convinzioni)



Libero commercio o protezionismo?
Tre «fallacie»:

1) Il libero commercio è vantaggioso solo per Paesi altamente 

produttivi (Paesi che godono di un vantaggio assoluto, ovvero 

sono più efficienti, nella produzione di beni scambiabili 

internazionalmente). Pertanto, i Paesi poco produttivi non 

dovrebbero aprirsi al commercio internazionale

2) Il libero commercio è iniquo per i Paesi poveri, dato che in 

cambio dei loro beni essi ricevono dai Paesi ricchi beni che sono 

prodotti con meno ore di lavoro (in realtà ciò che conta per i 

Paesi poveri è che i beni importati dai Paesi ricchi costino meno 

in termini del loro lavoro che se li avessero prodotti nel proprio 

Paese)

3) Il libero commercio è iniquo per i Paesi ricchi, dato che i Paesi 

poveri pagano meno i loro lavoratori       





Spesa pubblica per pensioni 

(% di PIL, 2015 o ultimo dato siponibile)

Fonte: OECD



Debito pubblico (% del PIL nel 2015)

Fonte: OECD



% di occupati per fascia d’età

Paese                 Età 15-24 anni               Età 55-64 anni

Euro area (19 paesi)         32,87 58,43

Germania                  46,95                             70,96

Grecia                        14,42                             40,88  

Italia                           17,69                             53,85

Paesi Bassi                 63,79                             67,34

Portogallo                  26,80                             59,38
Regno Unito               50,81                            65,32 
Stati Uniti                    50,33                            63,21
Fonte: OECD



EMPLOYMENT RATE: AGE GROUP 15-24

Source: OECD



“Lump of labour fallacy”

(ovvero, la fallacia che il lavoro sia in quantità fissa e 

che possa essere quindi redistribuito tra lavoratori di 

diversa età o che dimezzando gli orari di lavoro si

raddoppino I lavoratori occupati e simili)



ITALEXIT!
(presunti) BENEFICI DI UN’USCITA 

DALL’EURO

1) Fine della dipendenza dalla BCE 

(riacquistamo la sovranità sulla nostra 

moneta)

2) Più denaro disponibile (possiamo 

stampare quanta moneta vogliamo)

3) Svalutazione della nostra moneta  

(diventiamo più competitivi)



DEEP ECONOMIC MOTIVATIONS UNDERLYING 

THE EMS (late 1970s) AND THEN THE EURO

• The “CORE” countries (Germany…) wanted to limit (with the
EMS) and then to eliminate (with the Euro) the possibility of
competitive devaluations by the “PERIPHERY” (Italy…)

• The peripheral countries were in desperate need of an
external constraint (a “nominal anchor”) to buy credibility, so
as to disinflate their economies and to discipline social
actors’ price and wage-setting behavior

DID THEY ACCOMPLISH WHAT THEY INTENDED TO GET
WITH THE EURO? Yes, too much so! Thanks to the
euro, no nominal exchange-rate devaluation could and
did occur, and periphery’s nominal interest rates
converged to core countries’ levels



Macroimbalances in the EA: A narrative 

(I. Pre-crisis,1998-2009)

Monetary unification brought about a decline in the perceived country risk for
the periphery, thus leading its nominal interest rate to converge to the core’s
interest rate

Cheaper access to credit for the periphery led to financial cycle divergence
between core and periphery, which had its counterpart in the build-up of
macroeconomic imbalances

These growing imbalances amounted to widening positive gaps between
domestic demand (“absorption”) and GDP in the periphery that mirrored
negative gaps in the core. Over time, these flow imbalances led to the
periphery’s accumulation of huge external debts, mirrored by the core’s
accumulation of large positive NIIPs (stock imbalances)

In the periphery, domestic demand bloated by external borrowing sustained the
rapid growth of non (internationally) tradable output (construction, public &
personal services, retail…), thus i) raising prices and wages in these sectors, ii)
slowing down aggregate productivity growth, but iii) allowing convergence in
GDP per capita with the core





Bank credit to domestic non-

financial private sector (% GDP)





External accounts





Net foreign asset position (% of GDP), 1999-

2010



(Unit labour costs: WL/PY)

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Unit_labor_costs.svg&page=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Unit_labor_costs.svg


Macroimbalances in the EA: A narrative 

(II. The crisis, end of 2009-2012)

The US financial crisis changed market sentiments worldwide,
drastically reducing the appetite for risk and determining a flight to
quality. The “benign neglect” whereby financial markets had
looked at the EA imbalances came to an end with the revelation of
the true figures of the Greek public deficit

This determined a sudden stop of capital inflows in those
peripheral countries that had run large CA deficits and
accumulated a sizeable negative NIIP in the previous years
(Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain). Even Italy, that had not run
either of them, started having serious problems in rolling over its
huge public debt

Given the impossibility to go on financing its excess expenditures,
the periphery experienced a large fall in domestic demand and
a destruction (to a large extent irreversible) of non-tradable
output



WHAT WENT WRONG? 
• Paradoxically, at the origin of the troubles there was the

fact that financial markets believed that—thanks to the
euro—REAL convergence would have occurred between
core and periphery countries, i.e., that peripheral countries
would have displayed German-like wage moderation and
low inflation in order of not losing competitiveness vis-à-vis
the core

• These expectations were SELF-DEFEATING: precisely
because of these expectations, the elimination of (nominal)
exchange risk and the ECB anti-inflationary credibility
allowed the periphery to borrow at low interest rates, thus
creating incentives to postpone painful fiscal
consolidations (Italy, Greece) or to boost aggregate
demand by the increasing indebtness of the private sector

As a result, real divergence occurred (especially, in Unit
Labour Costs), current account imbalances emerged
in the euro area, debt piled up in the periphery



WHY THINGS WENT WRONG? 

• Financial market failure 

For many years there were virtually no interest-rate spreads
between core and periphery financial assets. Financial
markets were persistently wrong in assessing the risks
involved in the real divergence process under way in Europe

• Institutional failure

European institutions and rules (in particular the Growth and
Stability Pact) were totally ineffective in dealing with instability
problems that had their origins in the private sector

• Asymmetric shocks

Divergence was exacerbated by the emergence of new
economic powers (e.g. China’s accession to the WTO) and to
t h e e x t e n s i o n o f t h e E U t o E a s t e r n E u r o p e



Four unpleasant observations: 

1) The growing EA imbalances that led to the EA debt crisis were the result
of an endogenous process fed by capital flows. Hence, the EA crisis
was not caused by some exogenous shock (the US subprime crisis
acted as a mere trigger)

2) Competitiveness deterioration in the periphery was another effect of the
above mentioned process, and not an autonomous cause of it. Nominal
wages were driven up by the fast growing domestic demand, which did
nothing to enhance the productivity of the tradable sector

3) As the credit bubble burst, absorption had to fall rapidly in the
periphery, since the private and public entities located in the area could not
any longer finance their excess spending (austerity was part of this,
although in a longer time perspective it is not irrelevant how this fall is
distributed among C, I and G).

4) As the credit bubble burst, a large amount of the GDP (non-tradable
output) created during the bubble in the periphery had to be destroyed–to a
large extent FOREVER—because it was not sustainable (since it was
created to satisfy the excess spending due to the credit bubble)



WAS FISCAL AUSTERITY SELF DEFEATING?

Critics of austerity policies argue that fiscal
contraction exacerbated the recession that hit
the peripheral countries in 2010-13, and with
negative GDP growth the government debt-
GDP ratio went on increasing in spite of the
fiscal cuts. Even the IMF recognized that
fiscal multipliers (the relationship between a
unit change in a fiscal variable and the
change in GDP) were underestimated.



NO, FISCAL AUSTERITY WAS INEVITABLE!

Given the “sudden stop and reversal of capital flows”, i.e. the

refusal on the part of the markets to go on financing levels of

private and public expenditures structurally in excess with

respect to the value of the goods and services that the peripheral

countries were able to supply at competitive prices, austerity

policies in the Euro periphery simply had no alternative.

They were the inevitable response to a structural imbalance

rather than the result of a discretionary choice made during

a cyclical downturn

In this sense, these policies were one of the modalities (together

with the fall in private consumption and investment) whereby it

materialized the sharp decline in absorption made inevitable by

the sudden reversal of (private) capital flows previously directed

towards the Euro periphery.



It follows from  our narrative that a recession was

inevitable in the periphery. But what’s about its

intensity and length? 

In general, intensity and length depend mainly on three features:

1) The extent of the gap between the area’s domestic demand (its

absorption) and its GDP, i.e. how much the area was overspending
when the bubble burst (the size of the «flow imbalance»)

2) How much debt was accumulated to finance the area’s
overspending (the size of the «stock imbalance»), and above all who
holds it and what happens to it once the crisis begins

3) The institutional context (the «regime») in which the area is inserted,
i.e. if a) it has its own currency, or b) it is part of a monetary union that is
also a transfer union, or c) it is part of a monetary union that is NOT a
transfer union



The long and painful unraveling of 

the periphery’s imbalances

• The size of both the flow and the stock imbalances of countries

such as Greece, Ireland and Spain at the moment of the crisis

was UNPRECEDENTED. Hence, also the measure of the

inevitable adjustment was unprecedented. Emergency lending

from official entities was indispensable to allow this

adjustment to be spread out more smoothly over time

• At the beginning of the crisis, the adjustment process of the

peripheral countries was supposed to take place within a

regime imposing 3 constraints:

a) no devaluation (to preserve the monetary union)

b) no bail-out (to avoid future moral hazard)

c) no default (to avoid losses to the creditors; to avoid another

Lehman effect, i.e. global contagion & instability)



An impossibility theorem (a monetary union “trilemma”):

One of the lessons of these years is that in case of crisis it’s 

impossible to comply with all these three “NO” together!

No (external) devaluation No bail-out No default

There is more than one way out of this trilemma:

In the US, for instance, states are not allowed to go into debt, while
municipalities can default (in principle this could hold also for sovereigns in
the EA)

In the EA, the no bail-out clause was officially removed (ECB’s OMT) after
32 months from the outbreak of the crisis. In the meantime, risk of default
and risk of redenomination raised periphery’s sovereign spreads, thus
exacerbating the crisis

This made the periphery’s recession more severe. Furthermore:



At least in the short run, the objective of restoring and
improving price-competitiveness through an internal
devaluation collides with the objective of reducing (private and
public) indebtness.

Indeed, the deflationary impulses generated by an internal
devaluation raise the real market value of outstanding debt

But how successful has been the periphery in eliminating its
macro-imbalances?

The periphery’s difficulty to satisfy both the no 

(external) devaluation constraint and the no default 

constraint



At the heart of the long Euro crisis (2010-2014), there were

the periphery’s twin problems (the two problems were

closely intertwined):

High government debts because of high public deficits in the 

past (Italy and Greece) or because of the necessity to bail out 

banks that lent heavely to the private sector (Ireland, Spain). 

This forced the periphery to implement austerity policies

No or low growth because of lack of competitiveness (low

productivity, high labor costs, diffuse inefficiencies). Suggested

therapy: “structural reforms” accompanying the necessary

“internal devaluation” process



Where we are now:
• By 2015, periphery’s CA deficits were over (but the financial account of the 

BoP was in equilibrium only thanks to Target2)

• GDP surpassed pre-crisis levels in Ireland and returned to pre-crisis levels in 

Spain. For Portugal and Italy the road ahead to reach pre-crisis GDP levels

is still long. For Greece is very long

• Unemployment in the EA Southern periphery remains high or very high; 

productivity growth in Southern Europe remains disappointing

• Differences in GDP per capita and in unemployment rates seem more

closely related to the persistent difficulties in redressing the course of

sustainable GDP in the periphery than to temporary deviations of output

from its sustainable level

• In particular, high unemployment (hitting particularly the young cohorts) is

mainly concentrated in low-income areas of the Southern periphery affected

by structural weaknesses which do not show any sign of converging to the

higher income and lower unemployment areas of the EA



WAS FISCAL AUSTERITY SELF DEFEATING?

Critics of austerity policies argue that fiscal contraction
exacerbated the recession that hit the peripheral countries in
2010-13, and with negative GDP growth the government debt-
GDP ratio went on increasing in spite of the fiscal cuts. Even
the IMF recognized that fiscal multipliers (the relationship
between a unit change in a fiscal variable and the change
in GDP) were underestimated. Non-Keynesian effects of fiscal
policy did not materialize.

Hence, spreads relative to German bonds stayed high. But high
spreads kept the interest rates on peripheral government bonds
high, thus again making more serious the sustainability

problem)
It was to dissolve this vicious circle that the ECB announced in
the Summer of 2012 that—subject to certain conditions—it will
act as lender of last resort, buying (3 yrs) periphery’s
government bonds (Outright Monetary Transactions scheme).
According to most observers, this was a necessary (although
insufficient) step to get out of the stalemate, but according to
some in the euro-core this violated the ECB’s mandate



PERIPHERY’S GROWTH PROBLEM:
no sustainable growth without restoring competitiveness

With the outbreak of the crisis, the peripheral countries were forced to cut their
excess of domestic demand which was financed by the accumulation
external debt. This fall of domestic demand has to be at least partially offset
by an increase in foreign demand: labor and capital must move from the
sectors protected from international competition towards the sectors
exposed to it. In order to do that, the peripheral countries must recover the
lost competitiveness

With no possibility of nominal exchange-rate depreciations, the periphery can
regain competitiveness relatively to the core and the rest of the world by an
internal devaluation, i.e. by cutting nominal wages, prices of goods and
services, land and real estate prices etc. (notice that nominal exchange-
rate devaluations have only transitory effects on competitiveness,
since they raise production costs and prices in the medium run)



Policy interventions to rescue the euro periphery

I

• Even admitting that a drastic drop in domestic spending could not be avoided in the periphery,

one may argue that this drop could have been made less severe by a more substantial and

timely transfers of funds to the periphery through the various European rescue facilities and

the IMF, by more prompt and aggressive interventions on the part of the ECB, and by an open

commitment to mutualize periphery’s debt on the part of the core countries of the Euro zone.

• Critics of this argument point at the huge amounts of money that the peripheral countries got

from the various official rescue packages of the Euro area (EFSF and ESM) as soon as they

were denied access to the capital markets.

• Moreover, these critics emphasizes that, after the outbreak of the Euro crisis, TARGET2

enabled the central banks of the peripheral countries to finance their large Balance-of-

Payments deficits with the Euro core by accumulating net liabilities vis-à-vis the Eurosystem,

which were mirrored by the massive accumulation of net claims on the part of the core

countries’ central banks. TARGET stands for “Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross

Settlement Express Transfer”, which is the European transaction settlement system whereby

one commercial bank of an Euro-area member country can make payments to one commercial

bank of another member country. The TARGET2 balances of a country belonging to the Euro

area are the claims or the liabilities of its central bank vis-à-vis the Eurosystem and are a

measure of the accumulated surpluses or deficits of this country’s Balance of Payments with

other countries of the Euro-area. In April 2012, Germany had net claims of 644 billion euro,

while Italy had net liabilities of 279 billion euros. Notice that at the outbreak of the Euro crisis

both countries had TARGET2 balances close to zero.



Policy interventions to rescue the euro periphery

II
• This impressive increase in TARGET2 imbalances was fed by the two special longer-term

refinancing operations (LTRO) decided by the ECB in 2011-12 to provide liquidity to banks, which

was widely used by the banks of the periphery to buy their national government bonds in a period

when international investors were getting rid of them. By lengthening the maximum maturity of its

refinancing operations, as well as reducing its main refinancing rate and the minimum rating that

assets must have for being accepted as collateral in these operations, the ECB made any effort to

facilitate the central banks of the euro periphery to finance their banking system’s purchases of

government bonds. This amounted, de facto, to a partial monetization of the periphery’s

government debt, thus weakening the popular argument according to which the European

sovereign debt crisis had its main cause in the impossibility for the peripheral countries to monetize

their debt. Notice that the money created in the Euro periphery to buy government bonds

represented an important portion of the net liabilities that it accumulated with respect to the

Eurosystem.

• In addition, the ECB activated secondary market purchases of periphery’s government bonds

through the Securities Markets Programme (SMP), which especially in the Summer of 2011—when

the Italian and Spanish sovereign debt came under attack—were extremely important to calm

down investors on the financial markets.

• Finally, in the Summer of 2012 there was the well-known statement by Mario Draghi on the

“Outright Monetary Transactions” (OMT), which was unanimously interpreted as an ECB’s firm

commitment to buy unlimited quantity of peripheral countries’ government bonds (with maturity

from 1 to 3 years), conditional on the country’s formal request for assistance from the European

Stability Mechanism and its acceptance of the conditions for getting it. These purchases would be

done in secondary markets if necessary for “safeguarding an appropriate monetary policy

transmission and the singleness of the monetary policy”.



Internal devaluations are long and painful process

In countries with market rigidities, strong interest groups, rent-seeking activities,
unions, barriers to competition in many service sectors, etc, internal
devaluations require long and painful recessions (and high unemployment!)
to get modest results, which was exactly what happenned in the euro
periphery

“Structural” reforms should facilitate this adjustment process. However, they 
meet resistance and take time to get results  

Long recessions mean also a prolonged period of time with zero or negative  
growth. This can exacerbate the debt sustainability problem

Reducing tax burden on labor and capital (by cutting public expenditures and 
by switching the tax burden to consumption and property) can help to regain
competitiveness

Long and painful recessions create social unrest and political instability. 



Social and political sustainability of the 

impoverishment process under way in the periphery

• Southern European countries are among the losers of the globalization process of
the last 20 years: the quality of their institutions and social capital, the comparative
advantages that they enjoy, their role in the international division of labour have
probably become inconsistent with the standard of living and aspirations of most
people living in these countries, and with the level of their private wealth and public
entitlements

• Increasing private (and in some cases public) indebtedness has permitted for
some years to conceal this inconsistency

• Now, a brutal and rapid downward readjustment of the living standards toward the
real possibilities of these countries is under way

• The weak legitimacy of the political class managing this collective impoverishment
(especially in Greece and Italy) and the widepread perception that losses and
sacrifices are unfairly distributed make this painful process even more problematic

• In this context, it is easy for unscrupulous political entrepreneurs to propose
populist ways out of the crisis and to use European institutions as scapegoats



Euro periphery needs a favourable external 

environment

To have chances of being successful in consolidating the debt,
policies shrinking domestic demand should rely on a
favourable external environment, i.e., on growing foreign
demand. This is not the case, if everybody wants to pursue
an export-led growth strategy. Critics say that the Euro core
had fiscal space for a more expansionary fiscal policy, but it
did not use it

Is there a realistic possibility of a (slightly) more rapid expansion
in aggregate demand at the global level in the next future? 
Probably yes: the US will resume—to a certain extent—its
role of “consumer of last resort”, China will slowly rebalance
its economy toward domestic consumption and Germany will
let their wages grow faster and possibly run a less tight fiscal 
policy



CORE COUNTRIES AND THE BAILING OUT OF THE PERIPHERY

• Core countries renounced to the no bail-out principle, by practically
accepting the intervention of the ECB as provider of unlimited liquidity to
periphery’s banks and buyer of periphery’s government bonds, and by
accepting the role of the ESM in the recapitalization of the periphery’s banks

• They are running a (slightly) more expansionary fiscal policy and let their
wages grow more rapidly, thus facilitating the adjustment process that is
going on in the periphery

• They still oppose a transfer union and the mutualization of national debts
(“eurobonds”)

• Are the costs that the core countries are incurring in order to save the euro
worth to be borne? In particular, in the case of Germany, are these costs
consistent with its ambition to play as a global player, i.e., to remain
competitive vis-à-vis the emerging countries



Germany’s socio-economic model, 

mercantilism and the euro

• Some observers argued that “euro membership has 
encouraged Germany into a costly mercantilist strategy”, 
by avoiding an excessive appreciation of its currency. As 
a matter of fact, it is claimed, this strategy has required 
the compression of real wages and consumption, and has 
soared external surpluses, leading German banks to lend 
to profligate foreigners (M. Wolf)

• It is true that Germany has spent political capital (think of 
the early 2000s Schröder’s welfare and labour market 
reforms) and made sacrifices in order to improve its 
international competitiveness, thus becoming a global 
player and continuing to pursue an export-led growth 
strategy (Germany is the only advanced country that kept 
its world export market shares after the emergence of 
new industrial powers like China). 



Germany’s socio-economic model, 

mercantilism and the euro (continue)
• Hence, Germany has been able to preserve its peculiar socio-

economic model, which has its core in the relatively stable and 
decently paid, medium-skilled jobs provided by the 
manufacturing industry, where vocational education and 
cooperation between employers and organized labour give 
their best fruits in terms of productivity and social stability. 
Because of their limited size, neither the German market, nor 
even the EU market, could have guaranteed sufficient 
economies of scale to the German producers specialized in 
high-quality consumer durables and investment goods.

• The alternative to this model is essentially a consumer-
oriented economy centred on the service sectors, with a few 
clusters of high-skilled, well-paid jobs and a mass of unskilled, 
insecure jobs. Germans should be aware that their country’s 
exit from the euro and return to an “appreciating 
Deutschmark” would probably accelerate this 
“Americanization” of their society, which it is likely that most of 
them would prefer to avoid. 







• Public Debt as Percent of GDP at the beginning of the European debt 
crisis

• 2009

• Japan 218.6

• Italy 115. 

• Greece 113.4
• Belgium 97.9

• United States             84.8

• France 77.4

• United Kingdom        72.9

• Germany 72.5
• Ireland 64.5

• Spain 55.2

• Sources: European Commission, IMF, OECD


